Properties of resonances of quarks, leptons and gauge bosons are studied. An effective coupling of resonances to a quark or lepton is constrained by naturalness argument on the smallness of masses and anomalous magnetic moments of quarks and leptons induced by resonances. Special emphasis is laid on angular distributions in qq (or e+ e-)-> Z-> I lr via resonances. Our results are compared with those from the recently found llr events in the CERN SPfJS coIlide.r experiments. § 1. Introduction Many theoretical ideas on substructure of quarks, leptons, Higgs scalar and gauge bosons have been proposed and discussedl) on the basis of the empirical fact such as i) the beautiful classification pattern in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) and quantum electroweakdynamics (QEWD), ii) the naturalness requirement on QEWD,2) iii) the mass hierarchies of quarks and leptons. A remarkable feature of composite models is to predict resonance spectra of quarks, leptons, Higgs scalar and gauge bosons.
Many theoretical ideas on substructure of quarks, leptons, Higgs scalar and gauge bosons have been proposed and discussedl) on the basis of the empirical fact such as i) the beautiful classification pattern in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) and quantum electroweakdynamics (QEWD), ii) the naturalness requirement on QEWD,2) iii) the mass hierarchies of quarks and leptons. A remarkable feature of composite models is to predict resonance spectra of quarks, leptons, Higgs scalar and gauge bosons. 3 ) Their discovery will serve as a direct evidence for the existence of substructure. Some of them may have already appeared in CERN SP/iS and PETRA e+ e-collider experiments, which observed hard photons from Z,4) hard hadronic jets with W
5
) and hard jets with large missing energies,6) and energetic fJ.+ fJ.-accompanied by two hadronic jets/) respectively. Furthermore, the next generation of high energy accelerators will disclose physics around the energy scale of order 100 GeV. It, thus, becomes of great importance to study properties of these resonances and their phenomenology8) in order to investigate sub quark dynamics.
In this paper, we study chiral structure of couplings of resonances to quarks and leptons through the naturalness argument on the smallness of masses and anomalous magnetic moments of quarks and leptons. Then, we discuss on less model-dependent ground the decay of Z ~ Z' y(or l* n~ l [y,9) 12 ) and A<500 GeV from .da~10-8 for fl.. 13 ) It should be noted that without constraints (1) and (2) the lower bounds on A would have been of order 100 TeV for both e and fl..
The naturalness constraints Eqs. (1) and (2) are realized if the underlying subquark dynamics possesses some chiral symmetry whose breaking scale is O( mq,l). The minimal symmetry is the discrete one where we assign (multiplicative) chiral parity 1 and -1 to each of FL and FR. The resonances are classified by this chirality and hence their coupling with quarks and leptons is necessarily chiral. A larger chiral symmetry could *) By assuming mq,l=lImq,1 on the basis of supersymmetry, Terazawa has also made a similar discussion. (5) where N is the number of initial spin and color degrees of freedoms, N = 4 for e- (6) where g and g' are the gauge coupling constants for QEWD, Qem is the electric charges of F( = e-or q) and F+( (jo, (j) (F-( (jo, (j) ) is the angular distribution for Z polarized to the We give explicit forms of F-«(j) and Fo«(j) (F+«(j) can be related to F-«(j) by the parity conjugation) for the cases of Z' with spin 0 and 1 and l* with spin 1/2 and 3/2. i) Z' with spin 0:
F«(jo, (j)=2(gz+g'Z)Sz[Q~msin4(jwF+«(jo, (j)+U3-Qemsin z (jw)ZF_«(jo, (j)],

F-«(j)=la--IZ(lgLRlz+lgRLj2), Fo(8)=O.
ii) l* with spin 1/2: 
iv) l* with spin 3/2: However, from the naturalness argument, we expect a certain chiral symmetry to exist in resonance physics. In this case, some of the coupling constants should be vanishingly small because of chiral symmetry:
Fo(B)=(lfLOgR-12+lfROgL+12)3cos
(or vice versa) (lla)
for Z -+ l* 1-+ II r, and (or vice versa) (llb)
for spin 1/2 l* and The 01-distributions corresponding to each term in Eqs. ) and CELLO.7) These events are expected to be effects of substructure of quarks, leptons and gauge bosons. They may be interpreted, for example, in terms of spin 0 partner of Z, spin 1/2 excited charged leptons and neutrinos, spin 1/2 excited quarks, and spin 1 excited weak bosons. We expect the whole aspect of the resonance spectrum to be disclosed at the future high energy colliders such as TEVATRON, TRISTAN, SLC, LEP, HERA and SSC.
